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I was a young athlete and explorer, always playing outside and being physical, loving the outdoors.
Theatre and Dance Major, Monterey Peninsula College
Professional Dancer — 12 years, Portland, Oregon
Massage Therapist — 8 years
Continued Education for Counseling and Therapy, Marylhurst University
Body Centered Therapist-Counselor-Group Leader-8 years, Portland
Training in NIA (Neuro-Muscular Integrated Action) and Holistic Movement
Integration
Holistic Movement Teacher, Portland
Hypnotherapy and NLP Training
4-Year Oriental Medical School Training including: Acupuncture, Herbal,
Tuina-Shiatsu Training
Wholistic Healer, Acupuncturist, Herbalist, Body-Worker, Counselor,
Qi Gong Practitioner and Teacher — 12 years, Portland
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I have been fascinated by healing and personal growth for much of my life. For as
long as I can remember, I have felt a quiet inner knowing, speaking to me about
myself and my inner condition. It might imply; “There is more to you than what
you are currently experiencing. Open up, feel. You are more than what you think.
You are Alive. Do your inner work. Reconnect.” This inner sense/drive has kept
me pointed toward personal growth, healing and service forever. I would be
someone very different if not for this inner directive and help. And it goes with out
saying, No person can grow, expand and develop in a vacuum. Other assistance is
required. I am immensely grateful for the help, love and attention I have received
from countless Teachers and Healers, along my Healing Journey.
As a young man in my late teens, I could feel things were not quite right with me. I
sought help, got initiated in TM, (Transcendental Meditation) started a Meditation
Practice and traveled to gain more life experience. I have faithfully maintained a
meditation practice ever since. Traveling, serendipitously brought me in contact
with my first Spiritual Teacher and I ended up in Monterey California. There I
took an 180 degree turn away from a life studying the sciences, with an intention to
enter Medical School; to one of art and expression, especially thestudy of Theatre
and Dance. Later on, I would look back and understand this choice, made through
inner wisdom, as an important balancing of a seriously one sided self and
perspective. Eventually this choice lead to a 12 year professional Dance Career;
where I was privileged to explore many different expressions of Movement, Dance,
Music and Art: Ballet, Modern, Jazz, African and Folk Dance. Additionally, I had
the opportunity to study many of the emerging mind-body focused movement
trainings, such as: Yoga, Tai-Chi, and Qi-Gong.
As I saw my Dance and Theatre career ending, massage therapy became a logical
transition preoccupation; and I returned to school to get a professional Therapeutic
Massage License. Soon after, I opened a practice specializing on athletic concerns,
sports therapeutic massage.
I have long imagined a healing practice integrating mind, body, heart and soul. As
a massage therapist, I could feel discordant emotions held by my clients; sometimes
reading their predominant thoughts and feelings. Soon, I wanted to gain more skill
to assist them in their emotional and cognitive healing. I returned to school to learn
everything I could about personal and social psychology; spent hundreds of hours
in classes, wrote tons of papers, read a lot and listened to audio recordings of
prominent thinkers in the field of counseling, transpersonal psychology and
addictions recovery.
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And at the same time, I was receiving help in the form of 1 on 1 counseling,
Shamanic and Psychic Training and Group therapy. I found the group therapy
especially useful in the Healing of some long standing personal issues. The Psychic
Training helped me gain clarity of inner vision and outer perception for better
personal growth and client feedback.
Later, as a counselor and body centered therapist, I helped Clients: re-connect with
diﬃcult thoughts and emotions; release toxic thoughts and feelings; and integrate
new empowering thoughts and feelings about Self and Others. I found
Hypnotherapy and NLP (Neuro Linguistic Programing) especially useful in the
integration process.
Yet even with all this training and practice, I felt incomplete; unable to help and
assist multiple client problems which inevitably surfaced. I wanted to understand
more about the human biological, energetic body; how it lives and thrives; how it
ages and dies. And where best to learn about Energy Medicine and its eﬀect upon
the Physical body, than its most well developed source, Oriental Medicine.
So, I spent 4 intense years studying these topics and many more at OCOM,
Oregon College of Oriental Medicine, in Portland, Oregon my home town. Since
graduating in 2006, I have built a practice integrating much if not most of my
training, into a wholistic medical practice, including: Acupuncture, Oriental
Therapeutic Massage (Shiatsu, Tuina, Chi Nei Tsang), Energy Psychology,
Herbalism, Counseling and Shamanic Practices.
And of course, Medical Qi Gong and Self Healing Practices.
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